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Many law students purchase this book because they see other students using it or because they are

convinced they'll need it. The problem, however, is that this book has more definitions than most law

students will need during 1L. By the time you get to your second and third year, you'll probably use

the full version of Black's Law Dictionary for drafting legal documents or law journal articles.It's also

not really pocket sized. It's one more book you'll need to fit into your book bag.In my opinion, there

are better and less expensive ways to survive 1L without using this book.1. Use the law library. I

borrowed an older edition of this book from our law library during my first semester. I only referred to

it a handful of times. Your library probably also has the full desktop version.2. Purchase a used

version of an older edition of this book. The kinds of legal terms you'll need to look up during 1L

generally haven't changed for decades. (Or centuries!)3. Purchase the Random House Webster's

Pocket Legal Dictionary. It's a quarter of the price and MUCH more portable--it actually fits in your

pocket. It probably has all of the terms you'll need to look up during 1L. Random House Webster's

Pocket Legal Dictionary, Third Edition4. Use the savings from steps 1-3 to purchase the full version

of Black's Law Dictionary. You'll probably still want to use the full version after you graduate. Again,

an older edition is probably sufficient.



Wow, this book is an encyclopedia dictionary.It defines every legal aspect that can be thought of, I

do believe.My understanding is that Series 5 and 6 are used currently in most courts.The later

versions have somewhat changed certain meaning to words which changes the law if

applied.Anyway, that's what I have read and that is why I purchased this book version.

A law dictionary hardly revised is a must in any home. People should educate themselves on the

true definition of everyday words used in contracts or forms .....having this book has been an eye

opener.

I have the original Black's hard back and use it consistently in my Paralegal Technologies courses.

But because it is sooooo big, I can't take it with me for class. This was the perfect solution. I can

take this paper back version to class with out straining my arms and back. What a great asset! I'm

now going to see if you have either an epub or pdf version for even greater ease of use.

With this book you will know what is being said by attorneys and judges. words do not have the

same meanings as we commonly use them. if you compare earlier and present additions, you can

see how the definations have changed.

I purchased this because I understood that the older versions were less "messed-up" (read:

politically correct).I use this book constantly and it really is excellent.

the dictionary is prefect for first year law student who are having trouble with any of the terminology,

at a great price.

Very beneficial work. I have verified meaning of several words that our tyrannical government

changed to promote their evil agendas, such as "citizen" which the government has altered the

meaning to be a member of the United States corporation and a voluntary resident of the District of

Columbia, which gives the congress complete legislative control over us and allows them to enforce

the collection of social security and income taxes. Income taxes are paid to the IRS which is a

foreign corporation and not one penny of our income taxes goes to government expenses, and

social security, which was billed as being for our retirement, applies 0.0% to our personal

retirement. It's the greatest scam and ponzi scheme ever foisted on the American people.
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